
Document 183: From the Annual Reminder to Christopher Street Liberation Day


Documents 184 and 187: New York City Pride, 1970


Document 185: Los Angeles Pride, 1970


Document 186: Chicago Pride, 1970


Document 188: New York City Pride, 1971


Documents 189 and 190: Los Angeles Pride, 1971


Document 191: Chicago Pride, 1971


**Document 192: New York City Pride, 1972**


**Documents 193 and 194: San Francisco Pride, 1972**


Document 195: Chicago Pride, 1972


Document 196: Philadelphia Pride, 1972


For sources on Columbus’s commemoration of Stonewall in 1972, see “Mattachine’s New President in Ohio March,” *Mattachine Times*, June 1972, 14.


For sources on Atlanta’s commemoration of Stonewall in 1972, see “A First for Famed Peachtree St.,” *The Advocate*, 19 July 1972, 12.


**Document 197: San Francisco Gay Pride, 1973**


**Documents 198 and 200: New York City Gay Pride, 1973**


Document 199: Chicago Gay Pride, 1973


Document 200: New Orleans Fire


